• Finite open transition system A over alphabet Σ 0
Strategies
Memoryless: depends only on the current state.
Perfect memory: depends on the whole prefix played so far.
Facts
• Player 0 has a winning strategy in the game iff there exists a controller for A.
• Player 0 has a winning strategy in the game if and only if he has a finite memory winning strategy.
• One can decide whether player 0 has a winning strategy in that game.
M. Zeitoun, IRISA. Distributed games & distributed control for asynchronous systems, 10-06-04.
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Summary
Games well suited to solve the control synthesis problem.
• System = game graph.
• Controller = a player.
• Environment = opponent.
• Good behavior = winning condition.
• Finding a controller = finding a winning strategy.
M. Zeitoun, IRISA. Distributed games & distributed control for asynchronous systems, 10-06-04. 6
Control synthesis problem -distributed case
• Communicating systems A i over a given architecture, on several locations.
Σ 0
Controllable actions
Environment's actions
• Set of good behaviors G.
Goal Build local controllers C i , synchronized with A i , so that
• C i selects actions of Σ 0,i but cannot disable actions from Σ 1,i .
• The behavior of the overall system (A i × C i ) i is in G (regardless of the moves of the environment.)
M. Zeitoun, IRISA. Distributed games & distributed control for asynchronous systems, 10-06-04. 7
Distributed games
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Distributed architectures (Zielonka)
• Σ: finite set of actions or players
• P: finite set of processes (memory cells)
• R : Σ → 2 P assigns to each a ∈ Σ its read domain R(a)
• W : Σ → P assigns to each a ∈ Σ its write domain W (a).
In this talk: |W (a)| = 1.
• Action a changes the state of process W (a) according to states read in R(a). Asynchronous distributed games (1)
• ∀i ∈ P, Q i is the set of local states for process i
, possible local moves of action a
• q 0 ∈ Q = i∈P Q i is the global starting position Trace t = (V, , λ) st. λ : V → Σ, and the labeling λ constrains the partial order :
Traces enjoy several properties (eg uniqueness of a trace from a linearization)
Asynchronous distributed games (2)
• Σ = Σ 0 Σ 1 : partition of the set of players (actions) in teams 0 and 1.
Players of team 0 cooperate together against team 1.
• Winning condition: set of finite or infinite traces W ⊆ R(Σ , D). Asynchronous distributed games (3)
• Each player only has a partial view of the global history. • Rules of the game for player a given by T a .
• Winning condition: set of finite or infinite traces W ⊆ R(Σ , D).
Team 0 wins plays of W and loses plays of R(Σ , D) \ W.
• Remarks Teams 0 and 1 might be simultaneously enabled at v ∈ V .
Remarks One can recover the global state from a distributed play. 
Distributed strategies with local memory
Recall that a distributed play is a rooted trace of R(Σ , D).
View of a actions occurring on process W (a)
The strategy for a does not use the full history, only a's local view.
Used by [Thiagarajan-Madhusudan 02,03] and by [Bernet-Janin-Walukiewicz 04].
Distributed strategies with causal memory
View of a , state??
All other causal distributed strategies are abstractions of this perfect memory distributed strategy.
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Why causal memory?
• Modeling
• Enforcing the environment to forward information may be realistic.
• Computability
• Causal memory is the largest possible memory in a distributed setting.
• The existence of a global winning strategy is a necessary condition for the existence of a winning distributed strategy.
• The existence of a winning strategy with causal memory is a necessary condition for the existence of a winning distributed strategy.
Distributed strategies: maximality condition
Let f be a distributed strategy.
An f -play is f -maximal if no Σ 0 -move compatible with f can be performed.
The winning condition only talks about f -maximal plays:
A strategy f is winning if all f -maximal f -plays are in W.
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Memoryless distributed strategies
Coarse abstraction of the causal perfect memory:
Finer abstractions of perfect memory → distributed memories µ and strategies.
Proposition For a distributed game G and a distributed memory µ, one can build a game G µ such that team 0 has a WDS in G with memory µ iff it has a memoryless WDS in G µ .
Deciding distributed strategies
Proposition Deciding whether team 0 has a causal distributed (memoryless) WS is undecidable for rational winning conditions.
Theorem Deciding whether team 0 has a winning local distributed strategy is undecidable [BJW04] even:
• for reachability or safety winning conditions.
• with 3 players.
With causal memory, this undecidability result (with 3 players) does not hold.
Theorem Deciding whether team 0 has a winning causal distributed strategy is decidable for all reachability conditions. Undecidable: whether L ∈ Rat(A * × B * ) equals to A * × B * .
Let G L be the following game:
• Team 0 has no players
• Team 1 has players a i ∈ A and b j ∈ B with D = A 2 B 2 .
• W = L ∪ {infinite traces}. 
Built from local games
Environment: E = i E i .
Transitions: Tr = Tr p Tr e .
Players: Cartesian product:
Environment: Global, given by a subset Tr e of E × P .
Informations between players are passed by the environment.
Moves of players and of the environment alternate.
Winning condition: Acc ⊆ (E · P ) ω .
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Distributed games [MW03]
Plays of these distributed games can be represented by traces. A player's strategy only depends on the sequence e 1 p 1 e 2 p 2 · · · he observed on his memory cell: his view is local and not causal.
With a causal strategy, a player could detect asynchronous moves. 
Decidability of accessibility in ADG for serie-parallel alphabets Remarks on accessibility games
Several kinds of accessibility games
• Global: reach a global state vs. Local: reach a local state.
• Strict: reach & stop vs. Relaxed: just reach.
• Distributed games [MW03]
Determining whether team 0 has a winning strategy is undecidable for accessibility games with at least 3 players.
• Asynchronous distributed games Same problem with causal memory is decidable for serie-parallel alphabets (all flavors of accessibility conditions).
Proof (1) induction on the alphabet.
(2) transform a WDS in another one with bounded memory. Proof (1): strategies have finite memory
Proposition If Σ 0 has a winning distributed strategies f on a strict accessibility game, then the set of f -maximal f -plays is finite.
In particular, f has a finite memory.
Proof König's Lemma on the tree of f -plays..
• With no bound on the memory, this remark does not yield an algorithm.
• Aim compute a bound for the memory, depending on |Σ| and |Q| only.
Remark For all M > 0 there is an accessibility game strict/relaxed global/local in which Σ 0 needs d'at least memory of size M.
Following memories are not enough: :
Global state of a's view.
Finite approximations of a's view.
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Proof (2): from the set of f -plays, recover f
• Let P (f ) the set of f -maximal f -plays.
• We know that P (f ) is finite.
• If t is a play, letq(t) be the global state reached by t.
• If P is a set of plays, there is a strategy f such that P = P (f ) iff
• P follows the rules of the game,
• P contains all possible moves of team 1,
• Team 0 plays in a distributed & deterministic way in P .
Proof (3): induction principle
Proposition One can compute
there is a winning distributed strategy f for team 0 in the game (Σ, Q, δ, q 0 , F ), then there is another such strategy using less than
Proof Induction on |Σ|.
For |Σ| = 1, the game is sequential.
Proof (4):
One considers the projections f A and f B of f on G A and G B .
Induction hypothesis gives f A on G A using less than S M (|A|, |Q|) memory.
Induction hypothesis gives f B on G B using less than S M (|B|, |Q|) memory.
Then f = f A × f B is winning on G and uses less than: One keeps the set of suffixes which is the fastest to win in the worst case. 
Proof (7)
• One obtains a new strategy f such that P = P (f ).
• From f , consider the small strategies reaching {q i } from A staying in B.
Transform them using the induction hypothesis and glue them to build P . The set of plays P corresponds to a strategy f with memory less than: From a distributed game to its associated sequential game
Theorem Given a finite distributed game (G, W), we can effectively build a finite sequential 2-players game ( G, W) st. the following are equivalent:
1. There exists a memoryless distributed WS for team 0 in (G, W).
2. There exists a memoryless WS for player 0 in ( G, W).
3. There exists a WS for player 0 in ( G, W).
Naive idea Consider the game on the global transition system.
Main problem The controller has more information than its causal memory.
Solution
• The opponent controls the linearization to be played.
• Using resets moves, he can replay different linearizations for the same play.
• The winning condition W makes sure that the strategy followed by the controller is indeed distributed.
Sequentialized game G
Player 1 wins if he shows that player 0 • does not reach W, or
• does not follow a distributed strategy.
Player 1 can
• decide which actions are used and in which order.
• investigate all possible linearizations of distributed plays with reset moves
(q, a) ∈ Z • q stores the global state;
• a ∈ Σ i : player i has to play a. Player 0 may refuse the move
• a = 0: a reset move has just be performed by player 1.
• a = 1: coming from (p, b), the b-move has been performed In asynchronous distributed games, existence of strategies with causal memory is a necessary condition for the existence of winning strategies. This is decidable for accessibility winning conditions for SP alphabets.
More complicated winning conditions (Büchi, parity, etc).
General dependence alphabets.
How much memory is needed? Problem complexity?
Find a "real" algorithm. 
